**BIDEN PLEDGES FUNDS FOR CLIMATE ACTION**

President announces $500M for adaptation efforts during Calt visit.

**PALO ALTO**

On his first trip to California since announcing his re-election campaign, President Joe Biden on Monday announced $600 million in federal funding to help tackle the effects of climate change after touring a Southern California nature reserve with Vice President Kamala Harris.

The vice president visited to the Lucy Bay Nature Interpretive Center and Preserves, adding that his efforts to boost resilience would turn “into progress.”

Biden announced more than $600 million for climate action projects as part of his visit to the San Francisco Bay Area on a three-day trip that also included visits to several political fundraisers.

The three-day trip, which was aimed to raise large political fundraisers, served the dual purpose of allowing the president to showcase his legislative record on the environment while also bolstering his political position with a key constituency ahead of the presidential primaries.

The trip has made similar moves to high

**THOUSANDS FACING ‘MASSIVE BENEFITS CLIFF’**

Food banks scramble to keep up as pandemic-era income supplements end

**BY DAISY ALONZU**

San Ysidro resident Gina has worked hard all her life, cleaning houses, providing childcare and doing whatever odd jobs she can.

Then, the 50-year-old, who asked to be identified by only her first name, is disabled. “I can’t work,” said she. “I depend on the government’s help.”

This past month, more than $100 of Gina’s monthly grocery budget by about $100 for individual and family benefits. The decrease was even steeper for seniors, some of whose monthly benefits dropped from $23 to as low as $20.

“People are2020, emergency COVID-19 relief months.”

Families are now turning to local food banks and other organizations that provide food for help — and these organizations have been working overtime to maintain stable food inventories that don’t disappear.

It’s such a big piece of their budget that they rely on that’s going away.”

**BELMONT PARK HAS ITS EYE ON FUTURE**

**Search under way for subsistence with five people on board**

**THE NEW YORK TIMES**

A mysterious vessel carrying a community of five people on board was last seen by a satellite monitoring the dark waters of the North Atlantic, leading to what could be the first confirmed sighting of a ship in the area under the sea. The expedition, like many before it, was a testament to the enduring fascination with the nautical legend of a ship that struck an iceberg and sank off the coast of Newfoundland in February 1897. The crew was lost, and only an ice chunk turned up.
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**VESSEL VANISHES NEAR TITANIC WRECK**

**ON DECK**

The craft was seen moving slowly, setting off a flurry of rescue news from two countries and sparking another layer of mystery and intrigue.

Hamish Hardingham, a British aviation enthusiast who took part in Blue Origins’ fifth human spaceflight last year and several Guatemalan Re- restoration efforts, said the vessel could be the owner of the Titanic’s missing sister ship, the Olympic, or the next part of the ocean on a single

In social media posts, Harding had written excitedly about the upcoming trip: “I am so excited to return to the Titanic wreck.”

**VESSEL VICKERS**

This photo provided by OceanGate Expeditions shows the wreck site of the Titanic, which was recovered off the coast of southeastern Newfoundland on Sunday.
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